is an open access repository that collects the work of Arts et Métiers ParisTech researchers and makes it freely available over the web where possible. Abstract: Mechanical assemblies are subjected to many dynamic loads and modifications are often needed to achieve acceptable vibration levels. While modifications on mass and stiffness are well mastered, damping modifications are still considered difficult to design. The paper presents a case study on the design of a bolted connection containing a viscoelastic damping layer. The notion of junction coupling level is introduced to ensure that sufficient energy is present in the joints to allow damping. Static performance is then addressed and it is shown that localization of metallic contact can be used to meet objectives, while allowing the presence of viscoelastic materials. Numerical prediction of damping then illustrates difficulties in optimizing for robustness. Modal test results of three configurations of an assembled structure, inspired by aeronautic fuselages, are then compared to analyze the performance of the design. While validity of the approach is confirmed, the effect of geometric imperfections is shown and stresses the need for robust design.
Introduction
Vibrations in mechanical assemblies often cause damage, noise and discomfort. The introduction of additional dissipation limits vibration levels and can thus significantly improve performance. This work will focus on the damping generated by joints incorporated in a structure typical of aeronautic construction. Since materials used in these structures are typically lightly damped, junctions clearly appear as areas where additional damping can be introduced. Nevertheless, a trade-off between the relative motion of the connected surfaces enabling for dissipation and the stiffness of the junction is to be found. The main physical dissipation mechanisms found in junctions are contact / friction, e.g. [1] - [3] , and viscoelastic behavior of materials, such as [4] - [6] .
Vibration damping has been the object of many studies [7] - [10] . However, treating damping design in assemblies has, in the last decade, been a significant interest for the aerospace and automotive sectors as illustrated in [11] - [13] . The treatment of the whole structures, as in [4] or [14] , has not been the object of much literature. The most common joint geometries are flat lap joints with bolts, rivets or weld spots working in shear, and bracketed joints with folded plates and connectors working in traction [7] . The present paper will illustrate a design process for the latter.
The work is focused on the viscoelastic behavior of materials and illustrates how a numerical approach can be used to guide the design of dissipative assemblies. Taking a global dynamics of two fuselage segments, the objective is to redesign the joints to maximize dissipation while preserving the base function of a bolted junction. More specifically, this work presents a new approach to use the dissipative effect of viscoelastic materials, while preserving the functional state of junctions. The first notion introduced is a level of coupling, which measures the influence of a junction on the overall dynamics and is strongly correlated with the ability of the junctions to dissipate.
The study is carried out on a testbed shown in Figure 1 . The structure is typical of aeronautic fuselage construction with frames and longerons providing a base structure and skins enclosing the whole. The testbed objective being to focus on the damping added by junctions between fuselage segments, one considers a main component "big box" connected to a "small box" that is clamped to the ground. This design limits the testbed size while generating significant loads in the connection between the two parts. Each box is welded to minimize internal damping and ensure that the overall damping will be mostly due to the junction shown in Figure 1 .
The configuration considered here uses bolted brackets with a web (thin plate) for additional stiffness. The brackets are riveted and glued to the skin in order to minimize dissipation sources. Partial tests have shown that dissipation induced by riveted and glued parts is extremely low and can be neglected for the rest of the work. This paper is divided into two parts. The first part is about the finite element analysis done with bolted junctions incorporating viscoelastic materials. The coupling level in the junction is first investigated in section 2 since dissipation is its direct issue. Once this criterion is highlighted, a suggestion of a new design for dissipative bolted joints is detailed in section 3. The approach is based on reaching a compromise between the dissipative effect of viscoelastic materials and the functional static state of bolted joints. The addition of viscoelastic material can certainly increase the dissipation, while optimization is always desirable. Therefore, optimization strategies are then proposed in section 4. In the second part, an experimental investigation for normal modes is described and results are compared to numerical ones after identification process in section 5.1. Actually, mechanical structures have shape defects of variable importance due to machining or mounting processes. The impact of these defects on the damping design is thus discussed in section 5.2.
Coupling: a measure of joint influence
When designing a damping treatment, the first step is to evaluate the amount of energy present in the structural elements under consideration. This is similar to the notion of electromechanical coupling in designing active systems so that the term joint coupling level will be used here. This is easily seen in the well-known formulation of the modal strain energy method [15] where the global loss factor in a structure is approximated by a strain energy weighted loss in various components
with the strain energy associated to component of the structure and the loss factor associated with its material. The energy fraction in the junction is thus a clear indication of how much damping can be obtained. As a result, when designing a junction, damped computations are actually not needed and computing the energy fractions with elastic modes is sufficient as will be illustrated here. Since partial sums of energies are not readily available in all software packages, it is worth noting that computing the shift of elastic mode frequency due to a change in stiffness of a junction is a simple strategy that gives the same information. This notion of frequency shift is used to estimate electromechanical coupling in active systems [16] . To illustrate the concept of coupling level, one introduces a layer of material with variable modulus between the two brackets. This is called viscoelastic layer in Figure 2 where the FEM model of the full structure is also shown. Frames, longerons and the viscoelastic layer are modelled with volumes while skins, brackets and web are modelled with shell elements connected to the volumes by rigid link to account for median planes. The ten bolts are represented by beams with connections of the head to adjacent shells done with RBE3 elements. The testbed overall size is For very low values the strain is actually transferred to the bolts, for < 30 , < 4% in the viscoelastic layer, whereas for normal operation ( > 10 3 ,) the energy fraction in bolts is very low ( < 0.1%). The local deformation in the brackets, shown for the first bending mode in Figure  3b -c, confirms this trend as the viscoelastic material is compressed for = 72 thus inducing bolt bending, whereas nearly equal motion of all layers is found for = 100 . This illustrates that the role of bolts is to maintain a contact surface, while the stiffness is provided by contacting surfaces rather than the bolt itself. Preserving this behavior will thus be considered as an important design feature that will be addressed in the next section. As shown on Figure 3b -c, significant coupling is indeed associated with a strong frequency variation from 32 to 51 for the first bending mode. The first step of the proposed damping design procedure, proving that coupling level is sufficient, is thus accomplished here and following sections will demonstrate that significant damping can indeed be achieved.
Contact surface and joint stiffness
As shown in the previous section, the stiffness of a bolted junction is directly related to the contact area and the strain energy in the bolts associated with concerned modes is minimal. The main function of a bolt is thus to create an area of static preload to ensure a cohesive block behavior. While the end objective of this design study is to optimize damping, preserving static junction objectives is assumed to be critical and one will here seek to preserve the contact area in a junction, so that no global slip occurs and minimal dynamic stress is passed to the bolts thus avoiding potential fatigue problems.
To estimate the contact area, the first difficulty is to evaluate the load applied on the bolt. In fact, the exact value of this load is difficult to compute because of friction effects. The formula of Kellermann and Klein [17] is used here, giving the bolt pretension force = /( 2 + 0.583 + 2 ), with the clamping torque applied to the bolt, the thread pitch, and the friction coefficients between threads and under the bolt head and is the diameter under the bolt head/nut. This force is applied inside the shaft of the bolt. A compression area appears under the bolt head/nut which corresponds to the static contact area between components. A residual torque is typically found due to bolt torsion which can represent up to 40% of the clamping torque. [17] estimates its value by = · ( 2 + 0.583 ).
The proper evaluation of the preloaded surface is a second question. From a computational point of view multiple bolt head models can be considered [18] , [19] . The lap-joint model shown in Figure 4a uses volume elements to represent all bolt components, which is considered as the most realistic.
To study the loaded surface, Figure 4b shows the iso-values of the normal stress within the plate as function of height and distance from the hole. The figure is generated for plates of thickness ℎ/2 = 4.7
, bolt head radius R head = 6.5 , hole radius R hole = 3.5 and hexa20 solid elements. As expected, a large stress concentration is found at the hole edge. Away from this zone, the stress decreases gradually forming a cone-shaped distribution. Figure 4c displays normal stresses at the plate interfaces as arrows. The maximum value is near the hole and a conical distribution continuously decreasing away from the hole is observed. The contact area can be defined by the area with sufficient contact pressure and corresponds to the intersection of the pressure cone with the contact surface.
Stiffness calculation theories [20] provide a surface estimate to build an equivalent bolt assembly stiffness. Here using Rasmussen's expression, the equivalent radius is 7.1 (1.1 ·Rhead). This value corresponds to a radius with pressures close to 15
in Figure 4a -b and is thus underestimating the contact area. Other computations in [21] have shown that simplified bolt models constraints at the end of the beam give similar estimation of the area with sufficient static pressure to avoid macroscopic slip. As a complement, a simulation with both preload force and residual torque was performed. It was found that shear stress induced by the residual torque where close to 1 and could be neglected considering the normal stresses of 45 .
Considering that permanent contact is actually only guaranteed within the pressure cone existing under the bolt head, the proposition made here is to introduce a metallic part (washer) between components in contact under the bolted joint and to fill out the rest of the space with the viscoelastic material (Figure 5a-c) . The metallic washer is used to preserve the non-slipping contact area, while the viscoelastic layer will provide damping.
(a) (b) (c) Figure 5 : a) Structuring of the contact interface in metallic and viscoelastic parts meshed using volume elements and connected to brackets using rigid links, b) Normal stresses at the testbed model with new contact interface, c) Implementation of the washer and the viscoelastic material in the testbed
To study static behavior of this new design, normal stresses induced by bolt preload are calculated at the bracket interface. The Young's modulus of the viscoelastic layer is taken to be = 70 . Figure 5b displays the normal stresses distribution. Maximum values are very similar to that of metallic contact (Figure 4d ) confirming preservation of the main characteristics. The distribution is however much more flat, with a jump to low values at the interface with the much softer viscoelastic material (between red arrows and blue ones which are small enough to look like points in Figure 5b ). Non slipping contact is thus expected to be found for the same range of loads as metallic contact. With the proposed damping configuration, modeling bolts in the junction is no longer necessary since the preload ensures perfect metallic contact in the washer area.
Numerical optimization of viscoelastic properties
The proposed structuring of the contact surface into a washer, preserving stiffness below the bolt heads and thus the structural behavior of the bolts, and a viscoelastic layer, leaves open the question of optimizing the damping performance. One, thus, needs to define the thickness and material properties that will be needed to maximize damping.
In the frequency domain, the general form of forced response is
where is the degree of freedom vector, the load is the product of the input shape matrix and the input (s), is the matrix of dynamic stiffness resulting from combination of mass and frequency dependent complex stiffness . For linear viscoelastic materials dependence on history and temperature can in the frequency domain be represented as a complex modulus ( , ) which depends on frequency and temperature. This representation is independent of the choice of analytical or numeric representation for which many choices exist [22] . When assembling a model, one can group elements affected by a given modulus and rewrite the dynamic stiffness as a linear combination of fixed matrices with frequency dependent coefficients
where and are the stiffness matrix respectively of elastic and viscoelastic materials, 0 is a reference elastic modulus, ( ) is the complex frequency dependent modulus of the viscoelastic material.
For parametric studies, a multi-model reduction method [6] , [23] is used in this work to reduce the problem size. A reduced dynamic stiffness can thus be written as
where is the orthonormalised reduction matrix defined as follows:
where Φ is the subspace composed of global mode shapes, computed using just the elastic behavior of the viscoelastic material and considering multiple values of this modulus (hence the name multimodel). The reduction basis T is then obtained by orthonormalization of the multiple modal bases.
To optimize the damping properties of the proposed joint design, damping of modes is computed for a range of complex moduli based on the above mentioned elastic modulus variation range, using the reduced model (5) as shown in Figure 6 . This first computation is performed to assess the damping potential and thus uses a fixed loss factor =1. It is noted that coupling computations would give similar results and understanding, but when a complex eigenvalue solver allows damping predictions these are the end objective and are thus preferred. The X bending near 50 has an optimal damping above 5%. The Y bending near 100 exceeds 6%. Near 250 , a series of modes are almost not damped ( < 0.5%). These are the modes of upper panels. Between 300 and 450 , more highly damped modes correspond to modes of the web that significantly load the junction but being local modes are not very important in global dynamics. The torsion mode, below 300 , and the second bending X mode just before 400 , also exhibit some damping.
A different computation with a smaller surface of the metallic washer showed, as might be expected, an increase in damping. This shows that further work on the structuration of the contact surface would be useful.
While the initial study with fixed loss factor is useful to ascertain that significant modal damping can be achieved, true viscoelastic materials have simultaneous variation of modulus and loss factor and selection of the appropriate material is needed. For a given mode, one can thus generate a map showing the damping level as a function of modulus and loss factor. This is shown for the first mode of the testbed in Figure 8 . The choice of presenting performance maps in this format is an originality of the software used here [6] and gives a simple understanding of the evolution of damping performance within the design space.
Finalizing a design implies choosing a viscoelastic material and its thickness. With that given, the actual modulus and loss factors as a function of temperature can be shown in the performance map. The generic trend is a decrease of modulus with temperature associated with a peak in loss factor at transition temperature. This evolution generates a bell shaped curve in the modulus and loss factor plane. In Figure 8 , the evolutions of Smactane50 [24] and the harder Smactane70 are thus shown as dotted lines with text for each temperature point.
For the initial thickness of 1 , Smactane50 is too soft and good performance is only found for temperatures below -20°C. Smactane 70 seems more efficient from this point of view. The area density of viscoelastic layer tensile stiffness is given by = ℎ
where stiffness is inversely proportional with thickness. Since the important parameter is stiffness and not modulus, one can increase stiffness, in other words shift the material law to the right in the performance map, by decreasing thickness.
This concept is illustrated in Figure 8 with the Smactane 50 of 1 and 0.2 of thickness. For the smaller thickness, a damping of 0.7% is reached for a temperature of 10°C. However, for 1 of thickness, this value is reached for -10°C. The choice of the proper material will thus depend on availability in small thicknesses, temperature range of operation, durability, bonding process … but the performance map clearly illustrates that a mean rather than optimal performance should be selected. 
Experimental investigation
To validate the performance of the junction proposed in previous sections, an experimental modal test was carried out to allow test/analysis correlation. To study the variations of damping induced by the junction, three configurations are compared. A base bolting of the brackets with no viscoelastic treatment, called "dry contact", the addition of a 0. 
Modal test and damping performance
As shown in Figure 1 , the small box was fixed to the ground, using small contact surfaces to minimize coupling. A hammer test at 80 points distributed over two perpendicular sides of the testbed was then used to measure modeshapes. Transfer functions were estimated from acceleration and force measurements. Modeshapes, frequencies and damping were then identified using a non-linear frequency domain output error method [25] . Figure 9 illustrates test bending modes which are very similar to the computed ones shown in Figure 7 . The performance of the proposed design is demonstrated by the results shown in Figure 11 . With Smactane 50/0.2 , the damping of global modes is increased by more than a factor 3. Local modes show a much smaller change, but this was predicted by the computations since the energy fraction present in the joint is very low for these modes. For the Smactane 70/1 , the resulting stiffness is higher and as expected damping is higher (factor > 8). This is consistent with the results presented in section 4.
Including a compliant viscoelastic layer makes the structure somewhat more flexible. The frequency modifications illustrated in Figure 11b show that damping was achieved with minimal shifts in frequency, which in the present case are of the same order of magnitude as those associated with tolerances in the assembly process. It is clear that friction and non-linearity would increase the apparent damping in the dry configuration at sufficient excitation levels. Thus more classical sine or broadband excitation testing are necessary for a proper evaluation of damping induced by friction. Such damping however induces wear and does not operate well at low levels, hence the interest in alternative mechanisms such as viscoelasticity. It is worth noting that the tightening torque of 10 . applied here was assumed sufficient to limit preload effects at low amplitudes, even though this was not further investigated.
Model updating
After dismantling to change configurations, prints were found on the viscoelastic layers (Figure 12b ). These marks represent the real contact area obtained after tightening bolts to assemble the junction. The real contact area does not extend over the whole interface and this is due to geometrical defects of the testbed. Model adjustment was thus found to be necessary. A second model, called V2, uses partial bilateral contact on the red dots of Figure 12a , whereas the initial V0 assumed contact over the whole viscoelastic patch. In terms of modeshapes, the MAC values shown in Figure 14 don't show significant sensitivity between test and numerical modes expect for the bend2X and the torsion mode. The first two bending modes in the Smactane 50 configuration represent 80% and 98% of MAC values when comparing experimental and numerical (respectively V0 and V2) results. Furthermore, updating model to version V2 enhances results in terms of frequencies ( Figure 13 ). Taking a reduced contact area into account diminishes the numerical/experimental discrepancy from 49% to -4.8% for the first X Bending mode in the dry configuration for example. For upper panels modes (SP_BX, SP_BY and SP_T) frequencies are well adjusted with the V2 version for the dry and the Smactane 50 configurations. Likewise, for torsion mode, there is an over-estimation of the frequency which can be most likely attributed to welding modelling defects in the small box. The test/analysis correlation showing defects in the contact surfaces, the initial numerical design must be questioned. The search for optimal damping at fixed loss factor was shown in Figure 6 illustrated modal damping for model V0, the same result is shown in Figure 15 for model V2. The optimal damping decreases to less than 1% and 1.5% for the first two modes. A limitation of the proposed design is thus that junction design must ensure that proper contact is maintained. This result emphasizes the need for robust design. 
Conclusion
The paper proposed a detailed case history on damping design of a jointed structure. Important notions that were illustrated are the level of junction coupling, which ensures that the junction has sufficient influence on the response to induce damping, the need to preserve static performance, and the ability to use numerical simulations and appropriate representations of the performance/design space to find optimal or robust damping behavior. The experimental realization featured performance with damping increase by a factor 3 to 8 depending on the design. This improvement is consistent with the numerical predictions, but the test also showed the importance that geometric defects can have. Processes with polymerization on the assembled structure seem a possible strategy to address the problem. The proposed structuration of the contact surface is a first attempt at introducing viscoelastic damping in bolted junctions. Geometric optimization can clearly be achieved numerically and seems an interesting perspective for future work. Integrating robustness to temperature, geometric defects, aging, etc. in a design process with both static and dynamic objectives seems another major challenge for which models will play a key role.
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